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Hobart awarded the National
Association of Manufacturers’
Leadership Award

Mallinckrodt has been recognized as a
Frost & Sullivan Manufacturing Leadership
Award Winner for outstanding achievement
in the following three categories:
Operational Excellence
Supply Chain

Supply Chain
Transformation
Garners Global
Recognition
Mallinckrodt received the APICS Corporate
Award of Excellence in Transformation
out-competing companies around the world with
advancement on quality and service.
The Mallinckrodt team responded to rapidly
changing customer demands by making significant
improvements in customer service and inventory
optimization that spanned working across Supply
Chain, Manufacturing, Finance, Sales, and Quality.
The integrated team developed and executed on
high-impact solutions.

Sustainability

“

– Dr. Frank Scholz
Chief Operating Officer &
Digital Innovation Officer

“

We are proud of the Hobart team and
the global recognition two years in a row by the
Manufacturing Leadership Council for our strategy
development and deployment processes. Relative to this
year’s Talent Management award, our new training strategy
has driven stronger capabilities, and employees
feel even more proud of their contributions.
– David Hollingshead
Senior Director
of Manufacturing

“

“

We are very pleased our Hobart site has
been recognized by Frost & Sullivan’s
Manufacturing Leadership Council for manufacturing
excellence in not just one but three categories.
The team has worked hard to enhance processes and
outcomes, and we are proud of the employees’ efforts
to ensure we are a supplier of choice when it comes
to these important products.

“

While I’m extremely proud of my
team’s efforts, it’s the work across different
functional areas, site, and teams that has
produced truly impressive results.

“

Hobart, New York Site
Honored for Manufacturing
Excellence

The Leadership award was
bestowed based on the Training
Strategy Development project,
highlighting the facility’s
dedication over a multi-year
period to strengthening
employee skill sets. The model
involved hands-on training,
coaching, and classroom training,
creating a more flexible work
environment and a great sense
of pride among employees.

– David Widder
Senior Director of
Supply Chain Planning

